ENTERPRISE-GRADE
IDENTITY & SSO SOLUTIONS
Overview
Enterprise Identity and Single Sign-On

9STAR is a rapidly growing and recognized market leader in providing next-generation enterprise-grade secure identity and single sign-on (SSO) access platform for enterprise customers. Our secure access technology can be provisioned by Managed Service Providers (MSPs) and IT Managers on-demand as a virtualized software appliance in the cloud or on-premises. Our software solutions are in use by enterprise customers in the Higher-Education, Non-Profit, Public Sector, Healthcare, Financial Services and Energy sectors, in 15+ countries and growing.

Our Software Solutions are in use Worldwide
Market Challenge
Enterprise Identity and Single Sign-On

The adoption of cloud and mobility has exacerbated security and compliance risks for enterprise customers. Unauthorized access to sensitive data and applications is on the rise exponentially. The penalties incurred for non-compliance bring significant risks and unpredictability to the business.

9STAR’s secure identity and access IT platform provides enterprise customers the confidence to adopt cloud and mobility technologies while minimizing security and compliance risks.
9STAR’s Elastic SSO secure identity and access IT platform provides seamless single sign-on authorized access to sensitive business data and applications. Authorized users are able to securely access enterprise application and network resources using their mobile or desktop devices from anywhere in the world. Elastic SSO is available as a software appliance that can be hosted in the cloud or installed on-premises.

9STAR’s Elastic SSO software is built on powerful new next-generation frameworks, protocols and standards such as SAML, CAS, ADFS and Shibboleth. As a result, MSPs and IT Managers are able to rapidly deploy Identity as a Service (IDaaS) across the enterprise and integrate Apps for secure authorized SSO access.
A successful customer deployment requires the right mix of people, process and technology. **9STAR’s** world-class team of IT experts, in collaboration with our MSP Partners, are able to leverage decades of experience in identity and access management to make customer deployments a breeze, under budget and on time.

An SSO eco-system consists of one of more Elastic SSO server nodes that are securely integrated with a set of enterprise Apps. 9STAR has built substantial expertise and experience in integrating enterprise Apps into the Elastic SSO system. **9STAR’s** expert IT team acts as an extension to our Partners and Customers IT teams in helping them deploy and support a fully-integrated and complete Elastic SSO eco-system.
A Winning Roadmap
Enterprise Identity and Single Sign-On

Since 2002, 9STAR has been leading the higher-education, public sector, non-profit/NGO’s, and SMB/SME enterprise markets in the area of next-generation secure identity and single sign-on access. This market, according to IDC, a leading market analyst firm, is projected to be $3.5B USD worldwide in five years.

9STAR has continued to lead this market with a two-pronged winning strategy - leveraging open standards frameworks and technologies on one hand, and, on the other hand, partnering with leading technology service providers around the world.

As a result, 9STAR has continued to be the leading and sole provider of cutting-edge, enterprise-grade, identity and SSO access products, based on the Shibboleth standard – a widely adopted standard in Education, Public Sector and NGO’s, and by extension B2B and SMB/SME sectors.

The path to Security, Privacy and Compliance

9STAR continues to lead the market by partnering with leading MSPs and Technology Solution Providers in different regions of the world. We are committed to achieving growth by helping our Partners grow in the marketplace.
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